To divide replicated chromosomes equally between daughter cells kinetochores must 10 attach to microtubules emanating from opposite poles of the mitotic spindle. Two mechanisms, 11 namely, error correction and 'spindle assembly checkpoint' work together to facilitate this 12 process. The error correction mechanism recognizes and detaches erroneous kinetochore-13 microtubule attachments, and the spindle assembly checkpoint delays the onset of anaphase until 14 all the kinetochores are properly attached. Kinases and phosphatases at the kinetochore play a 15 key role in proper functioning of these two mechanisms. Here we present a stochastic model to 16 study how the opposing activities of kinases and phosphatases at the kinetochore affect error 17 correction of kinetochore-microtubule attachments and checkpoint signaling in budding yeast, 18
error correction shows that its strength remains high when the Ipl1 activity is equal to (or larger Introduction 45 Equal partitioning of duplicated chromosomes is crucial for maintaining genetic integrity from 46 one generation to the next. A key step in this process is the attachment of kinetochores (KTs) on sister chromatids to microtubules (MTs) emanating from opposite poles of the mitotic spindle. 48
The attachment process is stochastic and error prone, resulting in erroneous attachments like 49 syntely (where both KTs are attached to the same spindle pole) and merotely (where one KT is 50 attached to both spindle poles) (see Fig 1) . Such errors must be corrected before the onset of 51 anaphase (1-3). The correction of erroneous KT-MT attachments in budding yeast is crucially 52 dependent on the kinase Ipl1 (3) (4) (5) . 53
54
The Ndc80 complex at the KT is a primary site for KT-MT attachment (6, 7). Phosphorylation of 55
Ndc80 by Ipl1 weakens its interaction with MTs (7-9) and conversely, its dephosphorylation 56 increases its affinity for MTs and stabilizes KT-MT attachments (10). In tensionless KTs (which 57 is the case in unattached, syntelic and monotelic KTs), Ipl1 phosphorylates Ndc80, resulting in 58 dissociation of Ndc80-MT interactions. This provides the unattached KT an opportunity to attach 59 to a new MT from the correct spindle pole (1, 3, 4) . Together, these observations suggest that a 60 balance between kinase and phosphatase activities is required to break erroneous attachments 61 and then establish correct, stable attachments between . Experiments show 62 that PP1 phosphatase (Glc7 is the PP1 catalytic subunit in budding yeast) opposes the kinase 63 activity of Ipl1 (14-16), but whether it dephosphorylates Ndc80 or not and its importance in 64 biorientation of chromosomes remains unclear. 65 4 The process of error correction is also coupled to a surveillance mechanism called the spindle 67 assembly checkpoint (SAC). Unattached KTs, generated during error correction, initiate SAC 68 signaling (17, 18) . Briefly, unattached KTs recruit a kinase, Mps1, to phosphorylate Spc105 69 (Knl1 in mammalian cells) at phosphodomains called MELTs (Met-Glu-Leu-Thr sequence). 70 Phosphorylated MELTs then bind to cytoplasmic SAC proteins to turn on the SAC signal (19) . 71
The SAC monitors KT-MT attachments and delays the onset of anaphase until all KTs are 72 properly attached (17, 20) . After biorientation is achieved, the SAC needs to be turned off to 73 allow cells to proceed to anaphase. KTs recruit phosphatases PP1 and PP2A (Pph21/22 are the 74 PP2A catalytic subunits in yeast) to silence the SAC in a timely manner (21-23). Almost all the 75 proteins involved in error correction and the SAC are conserved in yeast and humans. However, 76
yeast KTs are smaller than mammalian KTs and attach to only one MT (24) . 77
78
The activities of these kinases and phosphatases are coupled to each other. For example, Ipl1 and 79 PP2A activities control the binding of PP1 to KTs, and the attachment of Ndc80 to a MT blocks 80 its Mps1 binding sites (25, 26) . Existing models on error correction are coarse-grained and do 81 not take into account the complexity of interactions between the kinases and phosphatases at the 82 KT (27, 28) . They also do not account for how SAC signaling is coupled to the error correction 83 process. To fill this gap, in this paper we present (in the context of budding yeast cells) a new 84 systems-level, stochastic model to track the time evolution of the number of molecules of kinases 85 and phosphatases bound to the KT, the phosphorylation states of their substrates, and the number 86 of SAC proteins bound to the KT. We study how the opposing activities of kinases and 87 phosphatase affect error correction in KT-MT attachments and the activity of the SAC. We also 88 calculate the relative contributions of Ipl1-dependent destabilization of KT-MT attachments and 89 the geometrical orientation of KTs towards reaching biorientation. attachment is then converted into end-on attachment by sliding of the KT on the MT. To simplify 96 this process, we assume that the first interaction between KT and MT is an end-on attachment. 97
In our model, the amphitelic state has the KTs attached to MTs from opposite poles of the 98 mitotic spindle but the centromere is not yet under tension. The amphitelic state can transition 99 reversibly to the monotelic state (only one KT attached to the spindle) or irreversibly to the 100 biorientation state in which the KTs are attached to opposite poles and there is tension between 101 the KTs. Tension is generated by the opposing forces exerted by depolymerizing MTs bound to 102 KTs. Tension stretches the centromeric region of the chromosome and is thought to stabilize KT-103 MT attachments by physically separating Ipl1 from its substrates and thereby reducing its role in 104 destabilizing KT-MT attachments (29, 30). We assume that Ipl1 activity behaves like a step 105 function: in the amphitelic state, Ipl1 activity remains high, which allows the possibility of 106 detachment of a MT, and in biorientation state it drops to zero. Hence, the probability of going 107 from the biorientation state to the amphitelic state is zero. The criterion used to define the 108 transition from the amphitelic to biorientation state is described later. The actions of kinases and phosphatases at the KT to control error correction and SAC activity, 115 as described above, is shown schematically in Fig. 2 
208
Since we are interested in understanding the dynamics of error correction, we choose that KTs 209 start in a syntelic attachment state (5,5)s. This is reasonable as syntelic attachments are frequently 210 observed during early mitosis in budding yeast (1, 2). As mentioned earlier, sister KTs attached 211
to MTs from opposite spindle poles (i.e., amphitelic attachments) come under tension when the 212 MTs exert forces (due to MT depolymerization) simultaneously on both KTs of a centromere. 213
The typical time for such an event to occur has been estimated to be ~1 second (27). Thus, we 214 assume that the amphitelic attachments come under tension when four or more Ndc80s (i.e., 215
Ndc80+Ndc80P ≥ 4) are bound to the MTs on each side of a centromere for more than one 216 second. In other words, the irreversible amphitelic-to-biorientation transition occurs when the 217 system spends more than one second in the states (4,4)a, (5,4)a, (4,5)a, (5,5)a, without coming out. 218 219 For KTs in monotelic states (black color in Fig. 4 ), attachment of a MT to the unattached KT can 220 be either amphitelic or syntelic (see Fig. 1 ). This attachment is a stochastic process that depends 221 on factors like the rotational diffusion of sister chromatids in the monotelic state. We don't 222 account for the detailed motion of the chromosomes. Instead, we take a coarse-grained approach, 223 introducing a parameter, Psyn, to specify the ratio of transitions between monotelic → syntelic and 224 monotelic → amphitelic states. we determine what happens in the absence of kinase and phosphatase activities. To this end, we 260 set phosphorylation/dephosphorylation rate of Ndc80 by Ipl1/PPX to zero (kipl1 = kppx = 0) and 261 calculate the dependence of biorientation probability on kdndc, the Ndc80:MT dissociation rate. 262
In this case kdndc1 (Ndc80P:MT dissociation rate) becomes unimportant because the Ndc80s 263 start in the unphosphorylated state and are never phosphorylated. We find that biorientation 264 probability attains a peak value of one at kdndc = 0.7 sec -1 (Fig. 5) . Thus, if the dissociation rate 265 is properly tuned then error correction and biorientation (within 10 mins) can, in principle, occur 266 even in the absence of kinase and phosphatase activities. 267 268 Since Ipl1 activity is required for error correction (3-5), the value of kdndc is probably less than 269 0.7 sec -1 . Indeed, in-vitro measurements of dissociation rate show that in the absence of Dam1 270 complex, kdndc = 0.44 sec -1 and in the presence of Dam1 complex it drops down to 0.23 sec -1 271 (37). If the value of kdndc1 is also less than 0.7 sec -1 , biorientation cannot occur efficiently (see 272 SI). This suggests that kdndc and kdndc1 are smaller and greater than 0.7 sec -1 , respectively. The probability of biorientation when kdndc is smaller and kdndc1 is larger than 0.7 sec -1 (kdndc 282 = 0.1 sec -1 and kdndc1 = 1.5 sec -1 ) is shown in Fig. 6 . Different curves correspond to different 283 values of kppx. For each curve the biorientation probability peaks over a range of kipl1 values. 284
As the phosphatase activity is increased (by increasing kppx), the peak occurs at higher values of 285 kipl1, which shows that a 'balance' between the two activities is required. The peak value of 286 probability in each case is one, implying that the chance of not reaching biorientation is less than 287 1/10000. Note, the range of Ipl1 activity over which the biorientation probability is high (close to 288 one) increases with kppx. Table 1 . The balance point between kinase and phosphatase activities occurs 304 at kipl1 = 4 sec -1 . Below the balance point (kipl1 = 1 sec -1 ), the biorientation probability drops 305 because the KTs fail to correct the initial syntelic attachment quickly. This can be seen in the large fraction of time spent by KTs in the syntelic attachment state (92%). Above the balance 307 point (kipl1 = 7 sec -1 ), the biorientation probability drops because the Ndc80-microtubule 308 attachments, even the correct ones are disrupted too often. This can be seen in the increased 309 fraction of time spent in the unattached at monotelic states as well as the increased number of 310 amp → mon and mon → unattached transitions ( 
319
We also determined the dependence of attachment dynamics on the absolute value of activities. 320 Table 3 shows the fraction of time in different attachment states at different kinase-phosphatase 321 values (near the optimal value of Ipl1 activity). As the values of kinase and phosphatase 322 activities are increased, the time spent in the initial syntelic attachment drops and the time spent 323 in unattached, monotelic and amphitelic states increases marginally. The average time for 324 biorientation was 1.9 mins. The distribution of biorientation times is shown in Fig. S2 
Analytical calculation of balance point of kinase and phosphatase activities 338
In the previous section we found that a balance between kinase and phosphatase activities is 339 needed, but it was not clear what the balance means quantitatively. Here we determine the condition that defines the balance between the two activities. To do so, the following reasoning 341 is used: in the absence of kinase and phosphatase activities, biorientation occurs efficiently when 342 kdndc = 0.7 sec -1 . Then in the general, when kinase and phosphatase activities are nonzero, the 343 activities should balance to produce an effective dissociation rate of 0.7 sec -1 . Thus, the balance 344 between the red and the blue curve is the range of kipl1 over which the biorientation probability is high (see Fig. 5 ).
Effect of kinetochore orientation on biorientation of KTs 395
Along with the Ipl1-dependent method of error correction, geometrical factors can also 396 contribute towards biorientation of KTs. It has been proposed that MT attachment from one 397 spindle pole orients the sister KT in a way that attachment from the opposite spindle pole 398 becomes more probable (38). Such geometrical orientation of KTs can promote biorientation by 399 reducing the chances of formation of syntelic attachments. We asked what are the relative 400 contributions of Ipl1-dependent MT-KT detachment and KT geometrical orientation to achieving 401 biorientation. 402
403
To study the effect of geometrical orientation we changed the parameter, Psyn, which was used to 404 specify the ratio of transition between monotelic → syntelic and monotelic → amphitelic states. 405
In previous analysis we chose Psyn = 0.1; here we compare it with Psyn = 0.5, representing the 406 case in which there is no geometrical bias preventing the formation of syntelic attachments, i.e., 407 the transition probabilities from monotelic to syntelic and amphitelic states are equal. 408
409
The comparison between the probability of biorientation for Psyn = 0.5 and 0.1 is shown in Fig 8.  410 For Psyn = 0.5, at Ipl1 activity = 4 sec -1 , the biorientation probability is approximately 0.9614, 411 which shows that if the kinase and phosphatase activities are balanced, then orientation of sister 412 KT is not critical and Ipl1-dependent error correction of syntelic attachments is good enough to 413 reach an accuracy of 0.9614 (~ 96%). To understand why geometrical orientation of KTs is not that important we calculated the 423 statistics of attachment dynamics for Psyn = 0.5 case (see Table 4 ). As expected, the average 424 number of monotelic to syntelic transitions increases. The average biorientation time for the 425 realizations in which the KTs reach biorientation was approximately 3.2 mins. The average 426 number of times the KTs were in the syntelic attachment state was 2.7. This is because the 427 starting syntelic state and mon → syn transitions contribute 1 and 1.7, respectively. Using these 428 numbers and the quantities in Table 3 , we find that the average of the time interval between 429 entering and exiting syntelic attachment state is 3.2 min×(46/100)/2.7 = 0.54 min, which is much 430 smaller than 10 mins. This shows that in absence of geometrical orientation of KTs the 431 
Coupling between error correction and SAC 442
Here we analyze the coupling between error correction and SAC. The coupling is quantified by 443 the strength of SAC signal, and PP1 and Mps1 binding. These quantities are defined as the 444 average (over time) occupancy of the corresponding states, i.e, NSAC = MELTP:BubP, NPP1 445 = RVSF:PP1, and NMps1 = Ndc80:Mps1+Ndc80P:Mps1. The method for calculating these 446 quantities is described in SI. First, to quantify a strong SAC signal and to determine the value of 447 parameter kpp1 (the dephosphorylation rate of MELTP by PP1) we compare our simulation 448 results with experimental data. 449 450 strong SAC signal is not known. In an experiment where the PP1 activity was suppressed, it was 452 found that approximately 20 (~10 on each KT) Bubs bound to a single pair of unattached KTs 453 (32), so we use this number as the reference point for a strong SAC signal. We calculated the 454 strength of SAC signal in the absence of PP1 activity by setting the forward rate of PP1 binding 455 to zero (kfpp1 = 0). In this case Bub binding was NSAC = 18.6, which is close to the reference 456 value. In our simulation this number is determined by the concentration of Bub, the 457 association/dissociation rate of Bub to MELT, and the phosphorylation rate of MELT and Bub 458 by Mps1 (see SI for these parameter values). 459 460 Next, we simulated the mutant Spc105-RVAF (21), to determine the value of kpp1. In this 461 mutant Ipl1 cannot phosphorylate RVSF motif and therefore PP1 binds to the RVSF motif 462 constitutively. Despite unhindered binding of PP1, the SAC was not turned off prematurely (21) . 463
This mutant was simulated by setting the phosphorylation rate of RVSF motif to zero (kipl1a = 464 0). Having defined the reference value for a strong SAC signal and determined the value of kpp1, 476 next, we quantify the coupling between the SAC and error correction. Table 5 shows NSAC, 477 NPP1 and NMps1 for different values of kipl1 (corresponding to the red curve in Fig. 6 ). NPP1 478 is constant because it does not depend on kipl1 and kppx; its value is set by kipl1a and kpp2, the 479 phosphorylation/dephosphorylation rates of RVSF motif by Ipl1 and PP2A, respectively. At 480 kipl1 = 1 sec -1 , NSAC is considerably smaller than the reference value (of 20) because the KTs 481 get stuck in the syntelic attachment state with most of the Ndc80s bound to MT. This precludes 482 the binding of Mps1 and activation of SAC. As kipl1 is increased to 4 sec -1 , the fraction of time 483 spent by the sister KTs in the unattached and monotelic states increases (see Table 1 ). This leads 484 to higher binding of Mps1 (NMps1) and a significantly stronger SAC signal. At kipl1 = 7 sec -1 , 485 
Discussion

503
Fidelity of chromosome segregation process is guarded by two coupled mechanisms: error 504 correction in KT-MT attachments and the SAC. The error correction mechanism removes 505 erroneous attachments between KT and MT, and the SAC ensures that cells do not proceed to 506 anaphase until all chromosomes are correctly attached. In this paper we present a stochastic 507 model to study how the opposing activities of these kinases and phosphatases affect these two 508 mechanisms in budding yeast. Our model includes the dynamics of MT attachment to KT through Ndc80, binding of key kinases PP1 and Mps1 to the KT and the activities of Ipl1 and 510 PP2A and PPX (an unknown phosphatase that opposes Ipl1). We used this setup to calculate the 511 probability that a pair of KTs reach biorientation within 10 mins, starting from the syntelic 512 attachment state, and also the statistical details of the attachment process, like the time spent by 513 KTs in different attachment states and the number of transitions between different attachment 514 states. 515
516
We find that a balance between the kinase (Ipl1) and phosphatase (PPX) activities is required for 517
KTs to reach biorientation efficiently. The balance point is defined by the ratio between the 518 kinase and phosphatase activities. If the Ipl1 activity is below the balance point, biorientation 519 probability drops because MT-Ndc80 attachments are stabilized excessively and correcting 520 initial syntelic attachments takes longer time. On the other hand, if Ipl1 activity is above the 521 balance point, the correct MT-Ndc80 attachments are destabilized too often for the KTs to reach 522 biorientation efficiently. We derive an approximate analytical formula that defines the balance 523 point and show that at higher absolute value of kinase and phosphatase activities (while 524 maintaining the balance) the range of over which balance can be achieved is larger. This can 525 make the error correction process more robust to fluctuations in absolute value of kinase and 526 phosphatase activities. 527
528
The error correction process generates unattached kinetochores which then can initiate SAC 529 signaling. This is one way the error correction mechanism is coupled to the SAC. Our analysis of 530 this coupling shows that to maintain a strong SAC signal, first, the Ipl1 activity must be equal to because the KTs get stuck in the syntelic attachment state. And second, the activity of Mps1 533 must be significantly larger than PP1 activity (our estimate is 30 time larger). Otherwise, the 534 dephosphorylation of MELT motifs by PP1 starts reducing the signal strength. The strength of 535 SAC signal crucially depends on the Mps1 activity. When the KTs get stuck in the syntelic 536 attachment state, the SAC signal drops because KTs cannot recruit enough Mps1. Interestingly, 537 experiments show that even after biorientation some residual Mps1 remains on the KTs (25) . If 538 this residual Mps1 is present on KTs in the syntelic attachment state, it can probably initiate SAC 539 signaling. This pathway of initiating SAC would not depend on the creation of unattached 540 kinetochores. 541 542 When one KT attaches to one spindle pole, the sister KT is constrained to face the opposite 543 spindle pole. We calculated how the probability of biorientation is affected when that constraint 544 is relaxed and found that if the Ipl1 activity is near its optimal value (as determined by our 545 analysis) then the Ipl1-dependent error correction mechanism is sufficient for achieving timely 546 biorientation with 96% accuracy, regardless of geometric constraints. However, such constraints 547 can modestly improve the efficiency of reaching biorientation. 548 549 Several questions still remain unanswered. First, what is the role of PP2, if at all there is one? 550
The phosphatase PP2A dephosphorylates RVSF motif to facilitate PP1 binding. However, 551 experiments show that dynamic regulation of PP1 binding to Spc105 is not essential for mitosis 552 (21). Therefore, the role of PP2A in budding yeast also seems unimportant. Second, how PP1 553 turns off the SAC signal? PP1 can actively promote dissociation of Bubs, i.e., the dissociation 554 rate is proportional to PP1; or PP1 can oppose the binding of Bubs by dephosphorylating the 555 only prevents its activation. Another interesting possibility is that PP1 dephosphorylates the Bub 557 in MELTP:BubP to turn off the SAC. We think our model will provide a suitable starting point 558 for analyzing these different possibilities when more experimental data becomes available. We 559 also think our model can be adapted to study the same questions in fission yeast and mammals. 560
In these organisms the number of binding sites for kinases and phosphatases at KT, and MT 561 attachments per KT is much larger. Furthermore, in these organisms merotelic attachment states 562 are observed. Including these details in the model will significantly increase the number of 563 species and hence the computational cost, but nevertheless will provide a method to study error 564 correction and its coupling to SAC in these organisms. 
